A large number of deaths are caused by road accidents. Why do so many road accidents occur? Make recommendations that would help to reduce the number of road accidents.

There is no doubt that the number of deaths which has been occurred due to road accidents is rising steeply. There are many contributors to traffic accidents. It is more beneficial to examine the main causes of accidents before addressing some measures in order to solve such problems.

Many accidents are caused by deficiencies in the vehicle. For instance, driving with defective equipment vehicles like bald tires or inadequate car maintenance could increase the risk of accidents. Some preventive programs include regular mechanical inspection that would be a helpful solution in this regard.

Another factor which results in/contributes to accidents is poor road conditions. Slippery roads, caused by heavy rain or snow, lead to weak visibility which are a potential danger and paves the way for accidents prone to accident. Equipping roads with necessary facilities such as putting up road signs could be quite an effective suggestion to reduce car accidents. The more expenditure is invested in redesigned and reshaped poor roads, the fewer less accidents will occur.

The other cause of accidents is human errors. Bad driving habits, drunk driving, and violation of essential rules like excessive speed are frequently the reported causes of road accidents. Although human-caused problems are difficult have difficulties to resolve, there are some actions that could be taken. Applying more stringent / more harshely driving laws like revoking the delinquents' driving license or harsher higher penalties are suggested alternatives to reduce the number of traffic accidents.

In conclusion, I would argue that the most effective way to reduce the number of accidents is to promote public education by conducting campaigns and running workshops. To this end, it is incumbent on governments to allocate a greater proportion of money to improving roads and increase public awareness. "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure!"